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### ORIGINAL ISSUE HAS BEEN LOST. THIS HAS BEEN PREPARED FROM WORKING NOTES. ### 

If anyone has a copy of the original trash for this period, please could you pass on to Bouncer. Many thanks! 

UPCOMING RUNS: 
No. Date: On Inn:  Location: Hare 1: Hare 2: Other: 

848 19/09/1994 Bridge Copsale Bob Wallace Oscar Beer stop 
849 26/09/1994 Thatched Inn Keymer Rik Taub    
850 03/10/1994 Muktha Mahal Burgess Hill Peter Eastwood Les Plumb Curry Night 
851 10/10/1994 Car park Henfield     
852 17/10/1994 Cowdray Arms Balcombe Bouncer  Joint OCH3 
853 24/10/1994 White Horse Cuckfield Phil Mutton Mike Morris   
854 31/10/1994 Raylands Caravan Park Southwater Bob Wallace Oscar  
 

 
BRIGHTON HASH 100 MILE ROUND SUSSEX RELAY 

FOR L.E.A.F. (Lorna Elwick Appeal Fund) 
Sunday 9th October, 1994 - Starting 6.00 am from the Plough, at Pyecombe. 

 
As everyone must be aware by now, last years South Downs Way 100 mile relay was impacted heavily, 
particularly for the PEP team, by Lorna Elwicks sudden illness which has left her wheelchair bound with 
very limited movement. 

The South Downs Way relay is not the place to seek sponsorship and so Phil & co. have devised an 
alternative event in order that we may raise funds for Lorna to help improve her quality of life.  

A circular route of approximately 100 miles has been worked out running through the eastern half of the 
county and joining up a number of the long distance footpaths in Sussex such as the South Downs Way, 
Cuckoo Trail, Sussex Border Path, Forest Way, Worth Way and the Downs Link. Stages will be in 
manageable distances varying between 1.5 and 5 miles so everyone should be able to take part, running the 
distance they feel comfortable with. 

Please let Phil know if you are interested in joining in, what your availability is, and if you have any 
preference of where you run. 

Needless to say, please could everyone do their best to get sponsorship for the event, so that we can reach 
the target of £1,400 needed to make up a shortfall for vital computer equipment. 

Many thanks. 
 
 



 
Comment 

Many thanks are due to Bob and Don for their 
help with this issue and without whom I would 
just have had to get somebody else! 

Something I’d forgotten to whinge about until I 
was reminded recently is the lack of welcome we 
extend to first time Brighton hashers, and 
especially our guests from other chapters. As 
many of us do travel to other hashes to run from 
time to time I’m sure we all appreciate the 
welcome we are given and would like to feel that 
we give as good as we get, yet several new 
runners have recently said they didn’t feel very 
welcome and would be unlikely to join us again to 
me. To some degree this reflects my own feelings 
when I joined BH7 and I feel we should address it. 

A few words of wisdom from the hare are always 
useful at the beginning of a run to give people an 
idea of how long the run may be, the type of 
territory, and indeed what marking is used. This 
would also be an ideal way of just introducing 

strangers to the pack so they didn’t feel left out, so 
if you have a new runner joining us just let the 
hares, Don, and/or myself know so that we can 
give them a proper hash welcome. 

Finally, CYPRUS 96 INTERHASH. Several 
people have asked about this but at the moment 
details are fairly sketchy, so I have written for 
more information. Usually the entry fee includes 
beer, at least three runs (each of which has a 
choice of lengths i.e. 45 mins, 1 hour 15 mins, 2 
hours), beer, meals for the duration, beer, t-shirt, 
beer, goody bag, beer, hash cabaret, beer, a band, 
beer, disco, beer and basic accommodation. Initial 
entry cost until 31.12.94 is $100 (£71) so at 
present there is no rush but let me know if you 
require further info or wish to go and I’ll fix a 
block entry. 

These events are usually spread over three or four 
days and judging by the one and two day hashes 
I’ve been on in this country are brilliant fun. 

FRANCE 1994 

Well I promised you further details about the French trip organised by Niel, but as he has yet to finalise 
things, here they aren’t. 

The idea is that everyone going chips in to decide on drivers and we catch the Ferry Saturday morning 
Newhaven to Dieppe, before driving on to Montreuil-sur-Mer. The run is scheduled for about 4-ish in the 
apresnoon but as last year will obviously depend on the arrival of the majority. Le Grub is being arranged by 
Niel at a reasonable cost (er.. that is right isn’t it Niel?), and he will also help with accommodation 
arrangements which are provisionally at the Shakespeare Hotel. Cost about 14 pounds per room (that’s B 
sans other B so a couple of quid extra for that). 

Sunday will have more funny French beers and sport such as tennis and boules before we lurch our way back 
across the Channel. Full details available from Robbo nearer the time. 

 
RUN TO RECOVER – MUKTHA MAHAL CURRY HOUSE 
OPPOSITE ROYAL GEORGE PUB, BURGESS HILL 
3rd October, 1994 courtesy Pete E. And Les P. 

BH7 Hash House Harriers celebrate their 850th run on this occasion and for those with sufficient interest 
after a quantity of Niels funny French beers, and those who can’t make that trip, I am assured that the beer 
will be cask this time. There was a slight mix-up last time when Pete discovered on the day that they were 
expecting us at 6 p.m. on the 9th June, not 9 p.m. on the 6th, hence the tinnies of John Smiths and a 
temporary evacuation to the Royal George. They were anxious to make amends so we’ve given them a 
second chance. 

Incidentally we still have a 
number of 16th birthday t-
shirts leftover. With less 
than 100 shopping days til 
Christmas can you afford 
to miss out! 

BOUNCER 

 



BLUFF YOUR WAY IN HASHING – part 2 
HOW TO DO IT. 

They say that hashing is for drinkers with a runnin g problem but it 
is in fact far more than just that. 

The direction and course a hash run takes is a clos ely guarded 
secret known only to the run-setter (or ‘hare’) and  their 
assistants. Loosely based on the fox-hunt without t he gore, and the 
paper-chase, runs are generally off-road for safety ’s sake and are 
marked with anything that will breakdown naturally after a short 
while, for example, flour sawdust, lime, or with Br ighton Hash, 
chalk or toilet paper. Marks occur approximately ev ery 20-30 feet 
and are followed at your own speed until a check is  reached. 

This is marked in many different ways according to the hash chapter you are running 
with, and signifies the end of the present trail. B righton Hash uses a chalk circle, 
occasionally with arrows pointing in the various di rections for the new trail to pick 
up, or alternatively three or four pieces of toilet  paper tied to a tree, bush or 
whatever. In this case the trail may be in any dire ction from the 
check but usually there are a limited number of pat hs it may be in 
anyway. Most hashes seem to use the circle as a che ck, sometimes 
with a cross through it and letters may also be inc luded to 
signify various other aspects (e.g. ‘R’ = regroup, ‘B’ = beer 
stop, ‘L’ = ladies check, though some hashes use th e obvious 
double circle with central dots for this), but othe r hashes may 
use a single line across the path (Old Coulsdon for  example). 

As the run is taken very much at your own pace the faster runners 
invariably reach the check first, and so it is they  who often run 
off to try and find the new trail (checking) thus g etting a longer 
run in and also giving slower runners a chance to c atch up. If marked as a regroup 
then the pack of runners should wait until everyone  has caught up before checking, or 
if a ladies check, only the girls should check. The  new trail usually starts within 
about 50-100 yards of the check and when found a ca ll is made of ‘On-On’ or the hash 
horn may be sounded, and everyone sets off together  again. 

At this stage the pack may occasionally run into a false trail or an on-back. A false 
trail is, as its name suggests, a mark thrown down that’s not the right way. Many 
hashes mark falsies with a single or double bar acr oss the trail which signifies you 

should go no further. Normally hashers don’t want t o go any further 
when they find a bar anyway so this is a good thing . Alternatively 
there may be an empty circle (again the contrary Ol d Coulsdon 
Hash!), but once four or five marks have been found  the trail is 
usually ‘ON’. Other hashes such as Brighton do not mark false trails 
as such but simply have a couple of rogue marks in various 
directions from the check, two marks in one directi on being ‘ON-ON’. 

Accordingly whilst waiting for the call you will he ar ‘CHECKING-ON-
ONE’ meaning the trail is not confirmed. You then c hoose whether to 
risk it or wait until a definite call is made. In B righton Hash the 
hare runs with the pack on most occasions and also provides a 
sweeper to look after slower runners and ssh! tell them any 

shortcuts. Runs usually last about an hour to an ho ur-and-a-half with a target time of 
9.00 p.m. for Brighton Hash, and offer a gentle rep etition type run or fartlek with 
lots of stopping and starting. Times are roughly qu arter of an hour per mile averaged 
out over the whole run on the shortest possible dis tance so we are quite manageable, 
although faster runners keeping moving over the who le run may find themselves doing at 
least half as much again. 

Back at the car park it’s time for a quick change a s the social 
aspect of hashing takes over and everyone charges i nto the 
nearest pub (usually just the other side of the car  park!) for a 
bite to eat and a jar of fine ale. I’ll cover this side another 
time as the social rituals range from the exceeding ly complex 
motions of chapters such as the First UK Full moonE RS and East 
Grinstead Hashes, to the simple enjoyment of good c ompany and a 
chat about the run and other things as found in Bri ghton Hash. 
Few people fail to enjoy their first hash and invar iably come 
back for more, so, as is often heard in hash circle s, if you’ve 
got half a mind to try hashing, that’s all you need ! 
 



 


